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A person who is watching an event, especially a sports event is called………………… .

follower supporter spectator jumper

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Chose the correct answer ( a , b , c , d )

The misuse to …………………..,anabolic steroids and other drugs has become a central problem of

modern sports.

exhaustion amphetamines victories possibility

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Modern chemistry has greatly enlarged the possibilities of artificial………………… .

stimulation nation participation sustention

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The club has special ……………for welcoming disabled people.

facilities failure potential fatigue

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An independent ………………. is responsible for quality control.

apprenticeship beginner body relaxation

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The clubs representatives are going to join the…………………….

lethargy enterprise creativity density

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term…………….. refers to the friendly or helpful feelings towards other people or countries.

glorification excellence goodwill enterprise

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term………….. refers to the state of behaving in an extremely noisy and violent way in public,

usually in group.

jogging side effect hiking hooliganism

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our …………. Is : live & let live 

motto emblem delegate charter

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A drug that makes you feel incited & full of energy named ………..

amphetamine medicine metabolism nutrition

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Even a short walk ………… alive .

exhaustion exhaust exhaustive exhaustively

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A written statement of the principles & aims of an organization named ………… 

literature charter emblem motto

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Crowds of football ………………………… were walking along the streets.

way fan sense pubic

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A strong desire to have or do sth, is..............

emblem lethargy aspiration delegate

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person with special knowledge, skill or training in something, called................

athlete candidate beginner expert

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A short and not very violent fight or struggle.

scuffel hooliganism disturbance fair play

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

John is a quiet and ................ coach.

reflective reflecting reflection reflectively

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A(n) ........................... person is intelligent and well-informed.

knowledge knowledgeable knowledgeably know

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A formal suggestion or plan, is..........................

lethargy authority proposal emblem

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does "countered" mean?

reflected opposed proved instructed

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Read this passage and then Select the best choice ( a, b, c, or d ) for each question

following the passage

A: The most essential requirement in developing top level athletes is the availability of a world –

class coach. If coaching is highly knowledgeable, motivated, intense, sensitive to Individual

needs, and successful in solving problems, the training environment should generate much

success for athletes. If the coach has poor technical or theoretical knowledge, lacks experience ,

is unable to direct comprehensive program or is not motivated, or cannot spend the necessary

time , the athlete will not reach his her potential

B: Efforts to control drug abuse in professional sports and in intercollegiate athletics have

frequently been countered by the athletes concerns regarding personal privacy. Nevertheless, in

the United States, code of varying strictness has been imposed in different sports, part of which

includes the requirement of periodic testing for drug use. Olympic athletes now undergo testing
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What does "codes" mean?

drugs rules fans events

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does "imposed" mean?

frustrated introduced deplored established

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The existence of a world – class is ………………………………. .

not necessary in developing countries 

necessary in developing countries

the most essential requirement in developing athletes

extraordinary difficult in developing countries

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In this passage "which" refers to:……….

codes efforts athletics sports

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If the coach has poor technical knowledge, the athlete…………………….

will reach his or her goals will not reach his or her races

will leave his or her races will not continue with this coach

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 able ability enable disability

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Direction: read these passage and then select the best choice (a,b,c,or d)for each question

following the passage.

In 1894 Pierre de Couber8n wrote: "Why did I restore the Olympic games? To ...7… and strengthen

sports, to ensure …8… independence and dura8on, and thus enable them be:er to fulfill the …9… role

incumbent upon them in the modem world, for the glorifica8on of the individual athlete …10…

muscular ac8vity is necessary for the maintenance of the general spirit of …11…"

them theirs their they

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

educated education educational educationally

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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whose whom who competition

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

competition  compete cooperation cooperate

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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